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“Naples sitteth by the sea, keystone of an arch of Azure”
Martin Farquahar Tupper

From Greta Garbo to Leonardo di Caprio, many celebrities have chosen the Amalfi
coast as a favorite retreat. Recognized as Italy’s most beautiful coastline, the coast
encompasses spectacular landscapes, engaging coastal villages and lovely towns for
a relaxing and enjoyable luxury charter vacation. The combination of art, history and
culture and great cuisine has long made this popular with travellers. Who has never
tasted the lovely Limoncello?

1963

Morning departure for the island of Procida, the ideal destination
for those seeking an out-of-the-way holiday, far from mass tourism
routes. Long a favoured fishing port, the tradition of fishing that began
with the Greeks and Romans lives on in the seaside village of Corricella,
where you can walk along the waterfront and
watch the fishmen mend their nets.

DAY 1

Of particular interest is Terra Murata. Literally meaning “Walled Land” Terra Murata
was originally built as a fortress for defensive puposes at the highest point
of the island. Stroll through the ancient steep narrow streets for breathtaking views
of the surrounding waters. Stop for some swimming near the Islet of Vivara
and if guests wish to have lunch ashore, anchor off near la Chiaia and reach by tender
“La Conchiglia” renowned for its seafood dishes.
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NAPLES - PROCIDA

Early departure to Ischia, known as the Emerald Island because
of its naturally lush Mediterranean vegetation. We recommend a visit to
Sant’Angelo, a small fishing village south of the island of Ischia,
an idyllic treasure with soaring cliffs on one side
and surrounding beautiful crystal clear Mediterranean waters.

DAY 2

The village boasts a variety of ceramic shops and cafes on the main little square.
Worth mentioning is the Aragonese castle, the most impressiove historical
monument of Ischia. We also suggest a light lunch and wine tasting at midday
and a relaxing afternoon at the famous Ischia spas. Overnight in Maronti Bay
out of Sant’Angelo or in the small and picturesque Santangelo Port.
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PROCIDA - ISCHIA

Early departure for Capri. Cruise around the island with a few stops
near the Fraglioni Rocks and Marina Piccola. Guests can also go ashore
for shopping or for a quick visit of the island.

DAY 3

You can also visit the Blue Grotto whose enchanted cavern attracts people
from all over the world. Visitors may only enter the Grotto in small wooden rowboats
that hold a maximum of 4 passengers at a time. Once inside, you will enjoy the most
amazing sights ever. Lunch at one of the characteristic restaurants nearby,
such as “Il Riccio”, “La Canzone del Mare”, “La Fontellina”.
Overnight in Capri Marina.
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ISCHIA - CAPRI

Departure for Amalfi. Stop for some swimming near Conca dei Marini
e Capo dell’Orso, a breathtaking area of natural beauty.
Reserve a berth in Amalfi to spend the night.

DAY 4

The setting is spectacular and the town is colourful and attractive.
Guests can also visit Ravello, one of the gems of the Amalfi Coast,
350 meters above the sea level with breathtaking views and spectacular panoramas
that have no equal in the world. Overnight in Amalfi.
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CAPRI - AMALFI

Departure for Positano, known as “The Gem of the Divine Coast”.
Cruise in the heart of the sea park Punta Campanella, one of the most
spectacular sea reserves. Stop and anchor near the Li Galli Island and relax
on the sundeck and swim. Enjoy the gorgeous view of Positano, a town which is
built vertically on the face of a cliff and clustered with lovely colourful houses.

DAY 5

Positano is linked with a network of steep streets which rise up and down where you
will find all kinds of small ateliers and boutiques offering what is known around the
world as “Positano Fashion”. The town is also famous for its handmade sandals. Some
of the artisan shops will make them for you while you wait. The restaurants offer
delicious typical dishes. The choice is yours...Try the typical cuisine and discover the
ancient flavors of the past, with local dishes featuring fresh fish.
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AMALFI - POSITANO

Morning departure to Sorrento, overlooking the spectacular
Bay of Naples with clear views of Mount Vesuvius. The villa is well known
for its craggy landscapes, extensive scenery and rustic buildings.
Take the time to walk the central promenade up the steps along
the glistening seafront and stroll through the town’s immaculate gardens
and winding streets.

DAY 6

The locals in the area are welcoming and inviting, you will be certain to meet many
wonderful people on your trip here who can point you to the best attractions.
Go off the beaten path or to a family run restaurant where you and your guests can
dine and get an authentic taste of the area. Don’t miss the limoncello.
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POSITANO - SORRENTO

Before leaving Sorrento you can spend the morning wandering around
Pompeii, the most visited archaeological site in the world.
Here is a buried city, with many incredible well-preserved ruins, left behind
from Vesuvius’s wake in the year 79 AD. Take in the sad and fascinating sights
of a city preserved in molten rock.

DAY 7

Back on board we will sail to our final destination: Naples where cuisine, music,
architecture and history collide. There we will spend the last night of our cruise.
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SORRENTO - NAPLES

Naples: Italy’s third largest city, remarkable for to its archaeological
treasures; Naples historic center is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and
is absolutely breathtaking, with architectural beauty everywhere you look!
Naples is also a food heaven, where you can try some of Italy’s best dishes
like Paccheri con Pesce Spada, a wonderful pasta dish
served with swordfish,a local speciality.

DAY 8

Time to say goodbye and start planning the next yacht charter vacation!
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Language

Currency

Average air
temperature

Average water
temperature

Distances

Embark:
Naples Airport

Italian
Spanish

Euro
Euro

19°C-27ºC
22°C-31ºC
May-October
May-October

19ºC-26ºC
17ºC-25ºC
May-October
May-October

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

Disembark:
Naples Airport
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USEFUL DATA

1: 28
12 nm
1:
nm
2:
4 nm
2: 72
nm
3: 24
17 nm
3:
nm
4: 63
17 nm
4:
nm

Day 5:
5: 25
6 nm
Day
nm
Day
6:
14
Day 6: 28 nm
nm
Day 7:
7: 13
14 nm
nm
Day
Day 8:
8: 60
Disembark
Day
nm

